


The secret to PTI’s patented 421® media is the 
proprietary sintering and treatment process of 
the metal ber before forming it into lters.
 
Constructed from stainless steel or other metal Constructed from stainless steel or other metal 
bers, the 421® media’s depth matrix of ne, yet 
durable, random metallic bers creates a stable 
pore structure that is virtually unchangeable for 
the life of the lter.
 
The metal ber-sintered 421The metal ber-sintered 421® media matrix 
reigns supreme over the design and use of 
micro-berglass and cellulose media lters as 
it requires no adhesive binders which prevents  
media migration and improves contaminant 
retention under cyclic ow conditions.

The 421® Metal Fiber Media’s superior operational reliability and ltration performance under 
extreme operating pressures, high temperatures, vibration/shock and cold-start conditions in 
a dynamic environment make it the highest-performing lter media on the market today. 

Human life and equipment are at risk during mission-critical operations if particulate contamination 
is allowed to weaken aircraft systems. Fortunately, PTI’s 421® Metal Fiber Media lters continue to 
improve aircraft system performance while maintaining ight readiness, extending the life of 
expensive system components, improving operational safety and reducing annual maintenance 
downtime and costs.



Fatal crash investigations by the U.S. Army found the 
performance of legacy micro-fiberglass filters operating in a 
dynamic environment failed to keep aircraft fluids clean to 
complete the mission. This significantly contributed to higher 
maintenance costs and aircraft crashes. Through many flight 
hours and rigorous bench testing simulating actual field 
conditions, these new 421® filters removed particulate matter 
with greater efficiency, improved system fluid cleanliness 
and significantly increased the Mean Time Between Failures 
(MTBF) of key aircraft components.

PTI has proven the use of its patented media on military 
platforms in hydraulic, bleed air and coolant applications, 
PTI has proven the use of its patented media on military 
platforms in hydraulic, bleed air and coolant applications, 
validating our expansion of 421® Metal Fiber Media filtration 
into the commercial landscape for bleed air, fuel, engine and 
other aircraft filtration requests.

We are currently in conversations with multiple airframe and We are currently in conversations with multiple airframe and 
engine OEMs, and the response has been extremely positive as 
they look forward to partnering with PTI to support the future 
of aviation.




